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JENNINGS CASE STUDY

Elevating the Lawrence General Hospital Brand

SITUATION ANALYSIS 

 Lawrence General Hospital is a regional healthcare system 

based in Lawrence, Massachusetts. 

 In general, suburban consumers are not comfortable 

traveling to Lawrence because of the city’s reputation as 

a high crime area. Both the hospital and the city had gone 

through a period of transformation over the five years prior 

to engaging Jennings.

 It was the belief of the marketing team and hospital 

leadership that a significant gap existed between public 

perceptions of the hospital and the reality of what the 

hospital had become. They believed that area consumers 

were not aware of the significant transformation that had 

taken place and were still clinging to old perceptions of 

Lawrence General (LGH).

 Through an extensive brand assessment and perception 

study led by Jennings, using both qualitative and quantitative 

research, a clear picture emerged of the consumer-held brand 

perception of Lawrence General Hospital. This perception 

did not reflect many of the changes and improvements 

Lawrence General had recently undergone. This outdated 

brand image represented a barrier to achieving the larger goals 

of the organization. Said simply, the LGH organization had 

outgrown the public’s understanding of who they are, and 

we needed to bridge this gap through a brand elevation 

marketing campaign.

OBJECTIVES

 In contrast with existing public perception, the organization 

wanted Lawrence General to be seen as a high-quality regional 

health system (more than a hospital) and the choice for 

sophisticated medical care in the Merrimack Valley. Lawrence 

General brings Boston-based resources to the area, providing 

medical excellence across a range of services. 

 Our objective was to create a comprehensive marketing 

program that elevated the Lawrence General brand in the 

minds of its constituents.

RESEARCH

 Our first step was to conduct market research to inform 

this marketing initiative. The brand perception study gave us 

baseline data and consumer insights prior to the development 

and launch of the brand elevation campaign. A follow-up 

study measuring changes in brand perceptions was conducted 

18 months after the launch of the campaign.
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STRATEGY

 The strategy driving the campaign was to present today’s Lawrence 

General Hospital. We weren’t selling a vision of the future. This campaign was 

presenting the remarkable things that Lawrence General is doing TODAY.

CREATIVE

 The campaign relied on authentic images of physicians, employees, 

and patients, along with compelling video storytelling. The comprehensive 

marketing program included an internal rollout of the campaign (newsletter, 

posters, pop-up banners) and a variety of external elements (digital ads, SEO 

marketing, print, outdoor, transit, radio, digital video, and social media).

CAMPAIGN RESULTS

Quantitative Market Survey 18 Months into the Campaign:
(Results from 12 key zip codes in Lawrence’s primary service area)

Awareness increased from 38.3% to 49.6% over benchmark data; 

competitor average was 28.2% awareness

Brand recall increased from 5.2% to 26.8% over benchmark data

Image increased from 10.6% to 23.6% over benchmark data

Preference increased from 8.7% to 16.9% over benchmark data

Loyalty increased from -6.7 to 92.1

Brand score increased from 69.4 to 96.2 over benchmark data. 

Average competitor score is 74.5

Inpatient surgical volume increased 11% in 2017

In 2017, patient volume increased across the board in key 

communities within our service area: 3% increase in Lawrence, 

2% increase in Haverhill, 6% increase in Methuen, 13% increase in 

North Andover, and 13% increase in Andover.

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS 

Campaign Positioning: 

 Lawrence General is uniquely 

dedicated to actively transforming 

health care in our region, partnering 

with others, opening local doors to 

leading edge medicine, and bringing 

medical experts into modern facilities 

close to home.

Creative Testing:

 The creative team developed a 

number of campaign concepts of 

which three were chosen for testing 

with consumer focus groups early in 

the creative development process. 

80% of participants reacted positively 

or very positively to the winning 

campaign (Today Campaign); and 95% 

of consumers listed it as their favorite 

or second favorite approach. Among 

employee focus groups, 100% reacted 

positively or very positively to the Today 

Campaign, unanimously listing “Today” 

as their favorite approach.

Refining and Retesting the Creative:

 We refined the Today campaign 

based on focus group insights. As 

a final step prior to launching the 

campaign, we took the creative out 

to two local shopping areas and 

conducted consumer intercepts. 

The intercepts confirmed that the 

messaging was on target and elicited 

extremely positive reactions.
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728 X 90 DIGITAL BANNERS

PRINT AD

300 X 600 DIGITAL BANNERS

VIDEO LINK:  https://jennings.wistia.com/medias/r3q7dcbspd


